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TIME OF SALAA IN THE QUR’AN

"Surely the Salat at fixed hours (of the day and 
night) has been enjoined upon the believers.” 
Suratul Al-Nisa:103

Do other religions have fixed times of worship?



TIME OF THE DAILY SALAA

“Establish salaa from the declining of the sun till the darkness of the night and the morning 
recitation; Surely the morning recitation is witnessed” 17:78

1. From the verse above write down the names and times of the five daily salawaat.
2. What do you understand by: “Surely the morning recitation is witnessed”



TIME OF SALAA IN HADITH

"No time of Salaa sets in but an Angel calls out 
(from amongst the people) to the people by 
saying: 

'O' people! Get up and perform your Salaa on 
its prime time so as to extinguish the fire which 
you have prepared by your own sins!”

Prophet Muhammed (pbuh)



TIME OF FAJR SALAA

• From true dawn up to sunrise. The true dawn 
is when the light spreads like a “white thread”  
along the horizon.

• Best time for Fajr salaa is from true dawn up 
to the appearance of reddish streaks in the 
horizon.

What is the time for Fajr salaa tomorrow?



TIME OF DHUHR SALAA

• From noon (midday) up to the time it takes to  
pray a 4-unit salaa before sunset.

• Noon means halfway between sunrise and  
sunset.

• Best time for Dhuhr salaa is from noon up to 
the time when the shadow of a thing e.g. a 
stick becomes equal to its length.

From the information above; what time is noon 
tomorrow?



TIME OF ASR SALAA

• From the time it takes to pray a 4unit salaa 
after noon up to sunset.

• Best time for Asr salaa is from the time it 
takes to pray Dhuhr salaa after noon up to the 
time when the shadow of a thing becomes 
double its length.

What is the time for Asr salaa tomorrow?



TIME OF MAGHRIB SALAA

• When the reddish streaks move from east to  
west up to the time it takes to pray a 4 unit 
salaa before midnight.

• Midnight is exactly halfway between sunset 
and sunrise.

• Best time for Maghrib salaa is from the time 
the redness after sunset moves from east to 
west up to the time when it disappears.

From the information above; what time is 
midnight tonight?



TIME OF EISHA  SALAA

• From the time it takes to pray Maghrib salaa
after its time has set in up to midnight.

• Best time for Maghrib salaa is from the time it 
takes to pray Maghrib salaa to the end of a a
third of the night.

What would the third of the night be if midnight 
was at 12.01 a.m. and Maghrib was at 9.01 
p.m.?



TIME OF SALAA

From father to son.....
Imam Hasan (pbuh) narrates, “When my father 
Ali (pbuh) was struck with the sword, he turned 
towards me and said, ’ O’ my son! I advise you 
about the salaa in its appointed time!”

1. Who are the parents of Imam Ali (pbuh)? 
2. Where (place) was he struck?
3. What was his relationship with Prophet 

Muhammed (pbuh)?


